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eDART Users Group (EDUG) Charter

Mission:
To work in partnership with PJM member users of eDART to discuss future enhancements and review and address
member concerns using the tool in a group setting.

Background:
The eDART Users Group (EDUG) was developed to work with PJM members using the eDART suite of applications
to both inform and receive feedback from members on upcoming enhancements and any issues user members would
wish to discuss in a group setting. Also ideas are shared between members on use of different functionality within
eDART. Areas of focus for these meetings are around the internet forms and reports. Another group eDART XML
Users Group (EDXUG) focus on the IT related browserless XML interface.
Since certain applications are focused on transmission owning (TO) members at times meetings will be scheduled as
EDUG-T when only TO related functionality will be discussed. Also since certain applications are focused on
generation owning (GO) and/or markets members at times meetings will be scheduled as EDUG-G when only
functionality related to those audiences will be discussed. Meetings are normally scheduled on a quarterly or semiannual basis most often based on the enhancement releases scheduled for eDART. They are most often WebEx
sessions.

Responsibilities:
1.

Review upcoming eDART enhancements.

2.

Solicit PJM user member feedback on any issues experienced using the tool that may be experienced by multiple
member companies.

3.

Provide Subject Matter Expert (SME) support as needed.

Administrative:
1.

Membership of the user group is open to all PJM members though each must identify whether they are on the
transmission or generation/marketing side when registering for the group (http://www.pjm.com/committees-andgroups/committees/form-roster-and-mailing-lists-updates.aspx).

2.

PJM staff will be responsible for preparing and issuing all materials to be discussed at the meetings having them
posted on the EDUG webpage.( http://www.pjm.com/committees-and-groups/user-groups/edart-ug.aspx) under
Meeting Materials listed by meeting date.
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